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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper presents SIPREÓLICO, a wind power prediction tool developed by Red Eléctrica de 
España (REE) in collaboration with the University Carlos III of Madrid. This tool generates a 
forecast of the total hourly wind production for the following 48 hours. It endows the System 
Operator with a reliable tool to schedule its demand, minimizing the impact of a high wind power 
penetration on the system operation and on the final price of the electric power. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 
As a result of the European energy policy on renewable energies (solar, wind, biomass, etc.), which 
states the objective for 2010 of obtaining 12% of the total primary energy from renewable sources, 
a regulatory framework based on this policy has been developed in Spain. The objective, 
transposed to the Spanish system in the Law 54/1997 of the Electric Sector, may be reached thanks 
to the generous incentives policy applied to the renewable energies. 
 
In Spain, the wind power is the renewable energy that has accomplished a more significant 
penetration in the Spanish system. In fact, wind installed power has increased from 3MW in 1990 
to 5600MW in 2003. However, its low relative weight (9%) within the Spanish electric system 
(total installed capacity of 59000 MW at present) has allowed up to now a progressive and non 
problematic integration in the electric system operation. 
 
The foreseen increase of the wind installed power in the next years (it is expected to attain 13000 
MW at the end of 2011) and the difficulty to schedule its generation, due to the dependence on the 
weather conditions, creates the needs of tools to predict the wind power generation under different 
hourly horizons. In this way, the electric system may be operated in a secure and economic manner. 
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The need of wind generation prediction tools will become greater as the penetration of wind power 
grows –it is expected to be 15-20% in a few years. During low demand periods, the percentage 
contribution of wind energy may reach higher values, making even more difficult the system 
operation. 
 
 
2.0 WIND POWER GENERATION AND ELECTRIC SYSTEM OPERATION 
 
From the system operation point of view, wind power farms present peculiarities that distinguishes 
them from conventional generation (coal, nuclear, etc): wind randomness, connection to the 
distribution net, equipment characteristics and different norms. 
 
Due to the difficulty of the wind generation prediction, a high wind power penetration results in a 
higher uncertainty of the wind contribution in the daily scheduling. Not only this uncertainty means 
that the operator ignores the actual availability of wind power in the system, but also it hinders the 
determination of conventional generation daily scheduling. This affects to the normal operation of 
the production market, making necessary an extensive use of the operation markets (secondary 
regulation, tertiary regulation and deviation management). The final result of it is an increase in the 
final price of the energy. 
 
With regard to the security of the system, it is necessary to highlight the response of wind farms 
against electric system disturbances. Wind farms tend to disconnect because of their present 
protections that, complying with the applicable regulation, have the objective of protecting the 
wind turbines. For this reason, with a high wind power penetration, correctly cleared fault could 
produce the disconnection of great amounts of wind generation causing transitory stability 
problems. 
 
In order to face this problem, a wind power prediction system, that estimates the hourly energy that 
wind farms will produce during the next 48 hours (short term), may decrease the deviations in 
generation and reserve schedules. Therefore, it may minimize the impact in the operation, making 
it more reliable and secure. 
 
In the Spanish Electric Market each distributor agent estimates and communicates the especial 
regime total hourly production (wind power, cogeneration, biomass, etc…) for its zone and for the 
24 hours of the following day, specifying the wind power generation separately. This is done for 
each session of the electricity production daily market. During the whole period of forecasting 
covered by the intra-daily markets, the especial regime production, initially foreseen in the daily 
market, is not modified because the generators do not communicate the real hourly production 
given to the system They only communicate, for invoicing purposes, the total monthly generation 
for which they are paid. Since there is no knowledge about the real wind generation, the demand 
series become distorted as it is frequent to liquidate the demand with the wind power production, 
with the consequent damage for its monitorization and forecasting. This uncertainty is highly 
increased as more wind generation is incorporated to the system 
 
 
3.0 SIPREÓLICO: WIND POWER PREDICTION TOOL FOR THE SPANISH PENINSULAR 

ELECTRIC SYSTEM. 
 
Due to the impact that the wind power generation is having in the Spanish system operation and 
taking into account the foreseen increase of wind installed power (13000MW in 2011), Red 
Eléctrica has developed a prediction tool called SIPREÓLICO which predicts the total hourly wind 
production for the following 48 hours. 
 
This model of short-term wind power prediction was designed as a highly flexible tool so that it 
may perform predictions according to the available data. Figure 1 shows the flowchart with the 
principal tasks, inputs and calculation methodologies alternatives of the system. These alternatives 
depend on the available information for each wind farm. 
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Figure 1: SIPREÓLICO, prediction algorithms  
 
 

4.0 WIND METEOROLOGICAL PREDICTION MODELS 
 
As far as short term prediction systems are concerned, meteorological wind forecasts for the 
following 24 to 48 hours are essential. In that sense, in each country there is a limited number of 
numerical prediction tools available. At the moment, Red Eléctrica receives predictions from 
Hirlam, from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) and from 
Metra. 
 
SIPREÓLICO was designed in order to incorporate Hirlam forecasts. Different meteorological 
organism from Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Ireland, the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden and Spain, 
are collaborating in Hirlam’s project through their National Institutes of Meteorology. This model 
calculates predictions of many meteorological variables as mean speed and wind predominant 
direction. For the Spanish territory, these variables are provided with different resolutions 
depending on the selected temporal horizon. For a 24 hours prediction horizon, the spatial 
resolution reaches 0.2 degrees, which corresponds with a square of about 20 km of side. However, 
for 48 hours anticipation, the spatial resolution is 0.5 degrees, that is to say, a square of about 40 
km of side (see figure 2). In both cases, the predictions are obtained four times a day (every 6 
hours). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2 – Meteorological Prediction Model, Hirlam H05. 
 
Nowadays, other fonts of meteorological predictions are being evaluated: the ECMWF model and 
Metra’s one. The ECMWF model produces long term predictions (10 days) with a lower resolution 
since the model is run once per day and gives four prediction values per day (one for every 6 hours) 
for the first 4 days and an unique value for the following days. As far as Metra is concerned, it uses 
an augmented version of the NCAR MM5 numerical model with lateral boundary conditions 
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provided by the NCEP GFS Global model. After the forecasting process, a statistical fine tuning 
based upon the most recently available observation data is run. Metra predictions are also received 
once per day. 

 

 

5.0 SIPREÓLICO CHARACTERISTCS 
 
SIPREÓLICO is currently operating since February 2002. Since then, a continuous improvement 
process started. Despite the fact that the system was designed to be able to work in all the cases 
stated in epigraph 3.0, Red Eléctrica is nowadays focusing on the development and validation of 
the algorithm that uses statistical models fed with real-time wind power measurements. In fact with 
these measurements, the system is continuously updated and generates better predictions. 
 
 

 5.1 Database 
 

SIPREÓLICO’s database stores information about every wind farm: geographic situation, type of 
wind turbine, theoretical or real power-speed curve (P-V), historical generation series, etc. It is 
managed by BDSIPREÓLICO program that allows the user to add, erase, modify or update any 
register in a simply manner. The graphical interface consists on friendly screens as can be 
appreciated in Figure3. 

 

 
 

Figure 3 – BDSIPREÓLICO’s interface.. 
 
 
 5.2 Input data 
 

In order to perform its calculations, the system uses the following input data: 
 

 Meteorological forecasts of speed and wind direction for each wind farm location. At the 
moment, Red Eléctrica receives from the Spanish National Institute of Meteorology Hirlam 
predictions every 6 hours. Other meteorological predictions (ECMWF and Metra), are being 
evaluated in order to compare their reliability. 

 
 On-line wind power measurements provided by wind farms to the Control Centre of Red 

Eléctrica. Nowadays, SIPREÓLICO uses as input data the average hourly value of these 
measurements.4 
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Figure 4 –Total wind farm generation on-line measurements. 
 

At present time, the number of wind farms that supply on-line information (every 4-12 seconds) to 
the control energy system of Red Eléctrica represents 70% the total installed wind power. The sum 
of on-line measurements can be consulted in the web of REE (www.ree.es), as shown in Figure 4. 
 
 

 5.3 Prediction algorithms 
 
SIPREOLICO uses an adaptive combination of a set of statistical models. It updates the estimation 
of all models in each period using the most recent information, so the model learns along the time. 
The following functional expression corresponds to the general relationship used to forecast the 
generation of a given wind farm during the t+h hour: 
 

),,,( hthtnhtthht DvVPotPotfPot ++−++ =  
 

with Pott+h t+h hour foreseen generation  
Pott  t hour real generation 
Pott+h-n t+h-n hour generation, 

foreseen if n<h 
real if n>h 

Vt+h t+h  hour foreseen wind  
Dvt+h t+h hour foreseen wind direction  

 
Once the forecasting process has finished for a wind farm, 18 alternative predictions are obtained 
for a given period. The final prediction is then calculated as a linear combination of these 
alternatives. Despite the fact that all these calculations should be repeated for every farm or groups 
of farms, SIPREÓLICO only spends 12 minutes to get the prediction for the Spanish system 
(around 150 wind farms groups). 
 
 

5.4 System outputs 
 
Once the average hourly generation prediction is obtained for every wind farm, SIPREÓLICO 
generates outputs according to different groupings: total Peninsular, regions (CC.AA and 
provinces) electrical companies, substations, etc. Figure 5 shows the output screen of 
SIPREÓLICO with the real production of the last days and the power wind prediction for the 
following 48 hours for the whole Spain 
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Figure 5 – Real wind power production for the last 48 hours and prediction for the following 48 
hours for the whole Spanish peninsula 

  
  

5.5. Diagnostic tool 
 
The system is also equipped with a diagnosis tool, called DIAGÓLICO. This tool has been 
designed to evaluate the accuracy of the predictions. This is accomplished through the calculation 
of a variety of statistical parameters and error measurements. The results are then presented in 
graphical formats, as may be seen in figure 6. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6 – Mean error relative to the average energy produced according to the prediction horizon: 
total of the Spanish system, Andalusia and Navarre. 

 
 

The diagnostic graphs are elaborated both at national level and at regional level (CCAA), the latter 
serving for zone analysis. This analysis has detected the most inaccurate areas, being in general the 
ones with the most complex orography. Figure 6 shows the errors for Navarre, a mountainous area, 
and for Andalusia, where the wind farms are mainly located in the coast. 
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6.0 TOOL IMPROVEMENTS 
 

The diagnosis tool described before has been extremely useful in the determination of the system 
weaknesses (areas, hours of the day, stations with the poorest predictions) and in the identification 
of the path along which improvements should be made. At this moment, the improvement efforts 
are directed towards: 
 
 The simultaneous use of different meteorological forecasts. 

A comparative analysis among the different meteorological forecasts (HIRLAM, ECMWF, 
Metra) has demonstrated that none of them is clearly better than the others, having each of them 
its own strength (good at very short term, good for the next day, etc.). This has led to the design 
of a wind power prediction model capable of using several meteorological forecasts. The model 
would generate the wind power prediction with each of the meteorological forecasts. Then, it 
would combine the predictions weighing them with a factor proportional to the accuracy 
obtained in the previous days with each meteorological forecast. 
 

 The improvement of the calculation algorithm in order to speed up the prediction of rapid 
changes in wind generation. 
Due to the brusque changes associated with the wind, the wind generation suffers many steep 
gradients (in the Spanish system, variations of 300MW in 15 minutes and 1000MW in 2 hours 
have been registered). In case the change takes place within a 1 hour period, SIPREÓLICO is 
not able to respond since it calculates in an hour basis. In order to overcome the problem, a new 
tool has been developed. This tool generates forecasts on a 15 minutes basis and its inputs are 
the mean wind generation of the last quarter of an hour. In this way, the system is better shaped 
to respond to abrupt changes in generation. 
 

 The improvement of the local wind forecasts.  
This line of work offers the possibility of refining the wind predictions for the areas with 
complex orography. As said before, the meteorological forecasts used in the system are more 
inaccurate when applied to these areas. 

 
In parallel to this work, some studies have been conducted in order to evaluate the possibility of 
using neural networks for the prediction of wind generation within the first hours of the forecast 
horizon. The promising results obtained, may lead to the development of a new tool that would 
combine the existing self-adaptative time series model with a neural network model. 
 

 
7.0 SIPREÓLICO USES WITHIN THE SYSTEM OPERATION  

 
Even though there are some improvements to be made, the wind generation forecasts produced by 
SIPREÓLICO are already used in the following aspects of the operation of the system: 
 
 Improvement of the day-ahead demand prediction carried out by the Control Centre of Red 

Eléctrica. 
 
 Determination of the reserve needs for the secondary and tertiary regulation markets. 

 
 Continuous resolution of the technical constraints of the system. 

An example of this aspect is the restriction imposed by Red Eléctrica to the wind generators 
during the night of the 1st of January, 2004. Due to security reasons, the wind generation during 
that night (during which the annual minimum hourly demand is reached) could not exceed 
1500MW. Since generation forecasts for that night were higher (around 2000MW), a reduction 
of approximately 500MW was imposed during 5 hours, as shown in figure 7. 
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Figure7 – Reduction of wind generation on the 1st of January in one of the electrical areas. 
 
On the other hand, Red Eléctrica is developing a real time constrains analysis tool which may 
receive SIPREÓLICO’s wind power predictions as input data. 

 
 Transmission grid works and line disconnections scheduling  

When a line disconnection takes place in a zone with many wind farms, problems may arise 
for the evacuation of the whole power generated in the area (this could be the case when both 
the generation groups and the wind farms are working at full power). This situation took place 
in the Northwest of Spain during the disconnection of a 220 kV line. Since wind generation 
forecasts were available 48 hours in advance, the system operator imposed a limitation to the 
technical minimum to several conventional groups in the area, when necessary. A study 
conducted latter showed that the decisions adopted/undertaken by the system operator thanks 
to SIPREÓLICO forecasts were corrected in a 96% of the cases.  

 
 
8.0 CONCLUSIONS. 

 
Red Eléctrica has developed SIPREÓLICO, a wind generation prediction system, in order to face 
up the rapid growth of this generation and to facilitate its integration in the system. The results 
obtained up to the date are satisfactory: 

 The mean error relative to the mean energy generated for the first 4 hours is less than 10%. 
 The mean error relative to the mean energy generated for the short term, between 24 and 48 

hours, is less than 30%. 
During the first year of operation of the system, the application of the predictions generated by 
SIPREÓLICO has minimized the economic impact and the effect on the security conditions of the 
system caused by the great penetration of wind generation. 
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